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Abstract 

The gauge hierarchy problem Is reviewed and a class of effective field theories obtained 
from superstrings Is described. These are characterized by a classlcalsymmetey, related to 
the space-time duality of string theory, that Is responsible for the suppression of observ

able supersymmetey breaking effects. At the quantum level, the symmetrY Is broken by 
anomalies that provide the seed of observable aupersymmetry breaking, and an acceptably 

large gauge hief8o!'chy may be generated. 
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INTRODUCTION 

In these talks I will report on some recent work (1) with Pierre llinetruy on effective field 

theories obtained from superstrings. The physics motivation is the gauge hierarchy problem, 

which I will first review. I will then review the theoretical framework in which we are working, 

namely effective supergravity theories obtained from the Es x Es heterotic string. 

A certain class of these theories is characterized by an invariance, at the dassical.level, 

under a group of global, nonlinear transformations among the fields of the effective theory. We 

have shown [I) that this symmetry can protect the scalars and gauginos of the observed gauge 

group from acquiring masses when supersymmetry (SUSY) is broken in a "hidden" sector of 

the theory, that couples to our world with interactions of gravitational strength only. 

This symmetry group includes chiral transformations on fermion fields, as well as scale 

transformations, and is therefore broken at the quantum level by the well known chiral and 

conformal anomalies. These anomalies, in collusion with nonperturbative effects in the strongly 

coupled gauge interactions of the hidden sector, provide the seed of SUSY breaking in the ob

servable sector. We find [1) that a very mild hierarchy between the Planck scale and the scale 

(i.e., the gravitino mass) of SUSY breaking in the hidden sector is sufficient to generate an 

acceptably large (for phenomenology) hierarchy in the observed sector. I will first give a quali

tative description of these results, and then a more technical explanation of the construction of 

the effective low energy field theory using the underlying classical symmetries and their anom

aly structure. Finally, I will comment on more recent developments and their implications for 

our analysis. 

THE STANDARD MODEL AND BEYOND 

The aim of theoretical physics is to provide an understanding of observed phenomena; in 

the context of particle physics, what is observed is the Standard Model, namely the SU(3). x 

SU(2)r.. x U(J) gauge theory of the strong and electroweak interactions. The electroweak 

SU(2)r.. x U(l) theory is characterized by a spontaneous breakdown to the U(J) of QED via 

an as yet unknown Higgs mechanism, giving rise to weak vector boson masses of the order of 

100 GeV. The strong SU(3). gauge theory is characterized by asymptotic freedom and infrared 

enslavement, entailing. confinement of particles that carry the strong color charge, as well a.• 

chiral symmetry breaking via a nonperturbatively induced quark condensate 

< iiML > +h.c. '/ 0 (I) 

that breaks the symmetry under chiral transformations: 

to -io qr.. -+ e qL, qn -+ e qn. (2) 

A mechanism similar l.o (I) plays a central role in the scenarios for S\JSY llfeaking thai I will 

describe. 

The Standard 1\tO<I<"I is fnrl.h<'r charaderizNI hy l.hc SI><'Cirum of mat.l<"r fprminns lhnl. 

rnupJ., to nne anol.her via the gauge forres. Th('S(' ar<" tlmoc "familiNI~ or "grn<"rnl.inns" of <Jnarks 



and leptons, with identical properties from one generation to the next, except for widely different 

masses and flavor changing weak couplings via which the heavier fermions cascade decay to the 

lightest ones. 

The Standard Model describes observed physics well-in fact so well that we are left 

with no clue as to how to proceed from here. Expected to lie beyond the Standard Model are 

answers to the many questions that the theory leaves unresolved. I will briefly enumerate these. 

What is the origin or electroweak symmetry breaking? This is the most imme

diate question facing us, because we know (2) that some indication of the answer, that is, some 
manifestation of the (elementary or composite) "Higgs sector" must show up at hard collision 

energies of a few TeV or less, within reach of curreni.ly planned, if not existing, collider facil

ities. A closely related i&sue is the infamous gauge hierarchy problem, which will be a central 

theme ~f these talks. 

What is the origin or CP violation, and what determines fermion ma&s hierarchies 

and weak flavor mixing? These questions are connected to the overall issue of electroweak 

symmetry breaking; in the Standard Model the associated parameters are all determined by 

the Higgs Yukawa couplings to fermions-that is, by a large number of arbitrary constants. The 
underlying physics relevant to these questions may be manifest only at energies considerably 

higher than a TeV, possibly out of reach of any foreseeable accelerator facility. 8-physics will 
play an important role in addressing these iBSues, at the very least in pinning down accurately 

the parameters of the Kobayashi-Maskawa matrix. Continued searches for neutrino m888es 

and/or neutrino (and charged lepton) flavor mixing, and for a nonvanishing neutron dipole 

moment may either turn up clues or aeverely constrain the viable possibilities. 

What is the origin orthe particle spectrum itself, and, for that matter, ofthe gauge 

group? LEP has now provided a convincing case for the most standard of standard models, 

namely the three-generation one. New physics that might shed light on these questions surely 
lies well beyond a TeV. Rare decay searches that provide limits on lepton flavor-changing cou

plings (relevant to a gauged family symmetry) and on flavor-changing axion emission (relevant 

to a global family symmetry) can probe such ideas up to scales of 10's to 100 TeV. 

Is the observed gauge group unified by a larger, simple group, i.e., a GUT? If so, 

the measured couplings of the observed group tell us that the scale of the relevant physics is 

1015 GeV or more, so we must rely only on indirect probes such as proton decay and neutrino 

masses and oscillations. A very important low energy indicator is the precise value of the weak 

mixing angle, sin29.,. 

Are the observed gauge interactions unified with gravity? If so, the relevant 
physiCs lies at the Planck energy scale of about 2 x 1018 GeV, and we don't everi know what 
we might look for as a low energy probe. · 

"Is there a Theory of Everything?" is a more fashionable way to phrase the last 

question. If the answer is positive, the T.O.E. will of course answer all of the above. In spite 

of meager theoretical progress in making contact wit.h observed physics, superstring· theory (:J) 
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is still t.he prime can.Jirlate for a T.O.E .. I will descriiJe one possibility as to how the gauge 

hierarchy may emerge in this context. 

THE GAUGE HIERARCHY PROBLEM 

The gauge hierarchy problem may be simply expressed in the context of the Standard 

Model by writing the renormalized lliggs mass m, as 

m-:, = ~(TeV)2 = m~1 (tree) + 1::2 A2 + · · ·. (3) 

llere g is the weak gauge coupling constant, and A is the renormalized coupling constant for 

scalar self-couplings. The right hand side of (3) represents the classical value plus the sum of 

quantum corrections, which are quadratically divergent, as indicated by the appearance of t.he 

cut-off A. If perturbation theory makes sense, A can be no larger than 1 (or at least 4~r). Then 

the first equality suggests mH < (.35-1.2) TeV, and so we need A < (8-30) TeV. Of course, 

purely within the context of the renormalizable standard model, there is not really a gauge 

hierarchy problem. The infinite quadratic divergences can be absorbed into a redefinition of 

the Higgs mass, whose ~ue is simply fixed by measurement. However if the underlying theory 
includes Higgs couplings to heavier particles, such as GUT vector bosons, quantum correc· 

tiona will include terms with A in (3) replaced by the masses of these particles. Gravitational 

couplings of matter imply the presence of at least one large mass scale: the Planck scale. 

There are three standard "solutions" to the gauge hierarchy problem, which I briefly 

recall. I will list them in what I view as increasing order of plausibility; many people would 

disagree with my ordering. 

Compositenese. In thie scenario, the standard model is an effective theory, some or all 
of whose "elementary" particles are bound states of yet more elementary objects. The theory 

makes sense up to momentum scales of order of the inverse radius of compositeness rc, so 

A-+ Ac"' r;• (4) 

in (3). If quarks and leptons are comJl08ite, those with common constituents shnulcl muplc• In 

one another via four-fermion interactions with an effective Fermi constant G "' •br:. Existing 

experiments suggest rc < (TeV)- 1; recent results from Tristan (4) give more stringent limits, 

with Ac > 5 TeV in one channel. 

Technicolor. In this case only the Higgs sector is composite. The theory (5) mimics the 
observed properties of QCD. New asymptot.ically frre gauge interactions ar<' a.'<.•unu'tl, which 

break the electroweak symmetry via a technifennion condensate 

1 
< J' JT >~ (J.r)3 = (4TeV)3. (~) 

llrrP /.r is lhr strength nf l.he nmpling In the axial currl'nl. of t.h<' lc..-hnipion ,..,., analc~ous to 

u ... piou clc·cay ronstaut., / •. This lllllllll<'r is lixc~l at. zr,o CrV' so .... In c·orrc~·tl,v rc·pnHIIIC'C' ,,,.. 

:I 
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observed W, Z masses. The scale at which the effective "low energy" theory_ ceases to be valid 

is determined by the scale ATQCD at which the technigauge interactions become strong: 

A -+ ATqco- f?: ~ 250 GeV. (6) 

As yet, no one has succeeded in constructing an experimentally viable, nor a grand unifiable, 

model that incorporates this idea. 

Supersymmetry. In this case (6) the quantum corrections on the right hand side of 

(3) are damped by cancellations between boson and fermion loops, which are complete if SUSY 

is unbroken. Since observation tells us that SUSY is certainly broken, the effective cut-off is 

provided by the fermion-boson mass splitting: 

A-+ Asvsv = lm,.....,;., - m,.,_,l. (7) 

It is possible to construct viable SUSY extensions of the standard model, but the scale param

der (7) is simply put in by hand, so we have not really solved the gauge hierarchy problem in 

this way. 

Before proceeding to a T.O.E., I wish to emphasize that one cannot evade the gauge 

hierarchy problem by a strongly interacting scalar sector, i.e., by letting A> I in (3)- In this 

case the scalar sector, described classically by the Standard Model Higgs potential 

A 
L:Hlaa = 4((H + 11)

2 + tp~ + 2tp+tp- -11
2

)
2

, 11 = 250 GeV, (8) 

becomes. a system of strongly interacting Goldstone bosons (7). At energies E < mH, the 

physical Higgs field H is not excited, and tp+ ,tp- ,tp'l, which are in fact the longitudinally 

polarized components Wt, W£, Z£ of the weak vector bosons, interact in exactly the same 

way as the pions ,..+ ,,..- ,11'0 of low energy QCD, with the replacement /. ~ 125 MeV -t 

11 ~ 250 GeV. These interactions should be observable (8), with sufficiently high energy and 

luminosity, such as planned for the sse, as an excess of w and z pairs with invariant masses 

of a TeV or more. Their interactions are described by an effective lagrangian L:./1 whoae low 

energy form is dictated by the global symmetry of the potential (8), analogous to the chiral 

symmetry of QCD. Including quantum corrections, 

I ; .( tp;tp; )( f12 ) 
L:./1 = 2/J,.tp lr'P' 6;; + 112 - 1'1'12 I - 811'2112 + . -. 

+ higher derivative terms + resonance effects. (9) 

Just as the quadratic divergence in (3) can be absorbed into the definition of the physical Higgs 

mass, the one in (9) can be absorbed into the definition of the physical (i.e., renormalized) 

vacuum expectation value vn = 250 GeV: 

1 . . ..,~..,n 

L:./1 = 2-IJ,...,iliJ"..,n ( 6;; + 2 ' I 1 
12) + .. · • ••n- 'I'R 
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'f'R IIR ( /1 2 
1 -=-= 1--+· .. )· 

'I' 11 g.-2112 • 
(10) 

However once the theory is embedded in a larger theory (as it should be, since a pure scalar 

field theory is apparently not self-consistent) including large mass scales, one still has to invoke 

a physical origin for the cut-off, A< 31'eV, to understand the "small" observed value of vn. 
Technicolor in fact provides an explicit example of a theory with the effective lagrangian (9), 

and with the cut-off (6). The resonances in (9) are in this case predictable, roughly by scaling 

observed resonance masses in QCD by the factor v/f •. 

SUSY, GUTS AND SUSY GUTS 

There is no direct evidence for supersymmetry in nature. Ever more stringent limits 

on sparticle masses are emerging from the LEP collaborations and from CDF. (The CDF 

collaboration has previously reported squark and gaugino mass limits as high as about 100 GeV, 
but these entail decay branching ratio assumptions that are apparently not valid in the relevant 

mass range (9).) Moreover, results from Higgs searches at LEP are closing the window of allowed 

parameters in the minimal SUSY extension of the Standard Model, with just two SU(2ll. 

doublets of scalar fields and their fermionic partners. However there is no particular reason

especially within the context of a T.O.E.-to believe that a SUSY extension of the Standard 

Model should be minimal. If one adds just one chiral supermult.iplet (i.e. a complex scalar and 

a Weyl fermion) that is a singlet under the Standard Model gauge group, the parameters are 

much less constrained, and one even loses the prediction of the minimal SUSY model that I. he 

lightest scalar is lighter than the Z. 

There is also no direct evidence for a Grand Unified Theory. Limits on the lifetime for 
nucleon decay to mesons and leptons presumably rule out the minimal (10) SU(5) GUT (with 

the caveat as to whether the value of the SU(3)e fine structure constant os--;,r, equivalently, 

Aqco-is sufficiently well established). On the other hand, predictions in the context of SlJSY 

GUTs, or a T.O.E., are highly model dependent. 

Do we have indirect evidence for either of these ideas? If the Standard Model gauge 

interactions are unified at some scale, their values, as determined by the rcnormali7.ation group 

~nations, should all become equal at a single energy scale (11). Modulo assumt•tinns alxt11t 

massive gauge nonsinglet particles that can contribute to the R.G.E. 's, coupling constant unili

:ation can be checked by comparing the measured value of .!iu20., with the prcdictNI nne, with 

the fine structure constants o and os as input. Here I will quote verbatim from Sirlin's lalk 

1t Les Arcs (12). lie gave the value of sin~O .. at the Z mass scale, in the modified minimal 

mbtraction scheme, averaged over the results of UA I, UA2, CDF and LEP, as 

.!iu21Jus(mz) = 0.2327 ± 0.0012. (II) 

l'he cumparaltle value, afl.er appropriate radiative cnrrecl.ion~ (12), from the CIIAIIP.I II rol

ahnration is 0.2:12, with a similar (expcrinlf'nl.al + l.h('(Jrt'l.kal) error. Thf'S<.' r...,;nll.s appareully 

12) •lilfer hy a few standard deviation• from I he Sl.amlard Mnclelprt'<lid inn, hnl an· nmsisiPIII 

r. 



with the minimal SUSY prediction obtained by Marciano's estimate: 

sin3lJm(mz) = 0.237~~:::!- -1
4

5 ~ In (AsuSY). 
1r mw 

(12) 

Thus an optimist might conclude that there is indirect evidence for a SUSY GUT. Aside 

from modern refinements that should be included (12) in the estimate (12), this result could 

be modified by contributions from nonstandard massive particles, and the conclusions may 

be subject to the above-mentioned caveat. However, the predictions for sin30w are much less 

sensitive to uncertainties (which are reHected in the quoted theoretical errors) in Aqco than 

are those for the proton lifetime. 

T.O.E.: THE HETEROTIC STRING 

According to the presently most popular hope for a fully unified theory, the Standard 

Model is an effective theory that is a low energy limit of the heterotic string (13) theory. Starting 

from a string theory in 10 dimensions with an Es x Es gauge group, one ends up, at energies 

sufficiently below the Planck scale, with a supersymmetric field theory in 4 dimensions (14), with 

a generally smaller gallge group 'H X (1. 'H describes a ahidden sector", that has interactions 

with observed matter of only gravitational strength, and 0 ::> SU(3)c x SU(2)L x U(1) is the 

gauge group of observed matter. Part of the gauge symmetry may be broken (or additional 

gauge symmetries may be generated) by the 10 .-. 4 dimensional compactification process itself, 

and part of it may be broken by the Hosotani mechanism (15), in which gauge Hux is trapped 

around space-tubes in the compact manifold. There are now many more examples of effective 

theories from superstrings than one once thought could emerge. For illustrative purposes, I will 

stick to the original aconventional" scenario, in which the aobserved" Es is broken to E,, long 

known to be the largest phenomenologically viable GUT, by the compactification pro<lellll. Then 

the observed sector is a aupersymmetric Yang-Mills theory, with gauge bosons and gauginos 

in the adjoint representation of 0 C E,, coupled to matter, i.e., to quarks, squarks, leptons, 

aleptons, lliggs, Higgsinos, .... 

The hidden sector is assumed to be described by a pure SUSY Yang-Mills theory, 'H C 

Es, which ia asymptotically free, and therefore infrared enslaved. At some energy scale A., 

below the compactification scale Aaur at which all the gauge couplings are equal, the hidden 

gauge multiplets become confined and chiral symmetry ia broken, as in QCD, by a fermion 

condensate. In this case the fermiona are the gauginos of the hidden sector: 

< ~~ >Aid - A~ of 0. (13) 

The condensate (13) breaks SUSY (16), and by itself would generate a positive ·cosmological 

constant. If this were the only source of SUSY breaking, and of a cosmological constant, t.he 

condensate would be forced dynamically to vanish, due to the condition that the vacuum energy 

be minimized. 

Another source of SUSY breaking is the (quantized) vacuum expectation value of an 
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antisymmctric tensor fielc.l/hMN, that is present in 10-c.limensional supcrgravity: 

IILMN = VLBMN. L,M,N =0, ... ,9, 

J dVImn < lftmn >= 27rn of 0, l,m,n = 4, ... ,9 (14) 

The vev (14) can arise if 11-Hux is trapped around a 3-dimensional space-hole in the compact 

6-dimensional manifold, in a manner analogous to the Hosotani mechanism for breaking the 

gauge symmetry. When (13) and (14) are both present, ~ and IILMN couple in such a way 

(17) that the overall contribution to the classical cosmological constant vanishes. There are 

other potential sources of SUSY breaking, such as a gravitino condensate (18), that might play 

a similar role. 

The particle spectrum of the effective four dimensional Held theory includes 

the gauge supermultiplets W 0 = (~0 , F;., - if';.,) (gauginoa and gauge bosons) and chiral 

supermultiplets •• = (tp',x') that contain the matter fields ( 'P' = squarks, sleptons, Higgs 

particles, ... , x' = quarks, ... ). In the aconventional" scenario these are all remnants of the 

gauge supermultiplets in· ten dimensions: 

AM--+A,.+cp,.,, p=0, ... ,3, m=4, ... ,9. (15) 

Thus for each gauge boson AM in ten dimensions, there are potentially one gauge boson A,. 
and six scalars 'Pm (and their superpartners) in four dimensions. However not all of these are 

massless. In the aconventional" picture (Ee --+ Ee in the observed sector) the massless 4-vectors 

are in the adjoint of E,, while the massless scalars are in (27+Tf)'s that make up the difference: 

(adjoint)Eo - (adjoint)Eo· In addition there are gauge singlet chiral supermultiplets associated 

with the structure of the compact manifold. Two of these, S = (a,x5 ) and T =(I, xT) are of 

special interest. Their scalar components are [19) 

a=e:J.J</>-f +3iv'2D, 

I= C0 4>f - i.J'2a + ! L Jtp'J3
-

2 i 
(16) 

In ( 16) </> is the dilaton of ten-dimensional supergravity, D and a are two ax ions that. ar~ 

remnants of the antisymmelric tensor (14): 

a <X t
1"'8,,.,, lJ,.D <X t,..,p,</>-fee.. JIVP', (17) 

and a is the "breathing mode" or "compacton" whose t•ev determines the size of t.loe compad 

manifold with metric 9tm = g)::!e0
• Thus the GUT-or compactification--scalt•, which is llw 

inverse of the radius R of cornpactification, is determined by the t•et• (in Plmu·k ma.<s units) 

A't-11.rr = n-l =< e-~6 >=< (ResRel)- 1 > . (18) 

The total numh~r of gauge singlet chiralmnlt.iplct s, as w~ll as t.hc numlwr of mat.tl'r g~n~rat inns 

(#27's- #'I't's) is clct.~rminccl hy the cldailccl t.OfK>Iogy of t.lu• cnmpad. manifold. 

; 
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The lagrangian of the effective four dimensional field theory, wilh nonperlur

balive SUSY breaking included (17) has, in a broad class of models, lhe following properties al 

the classical leveL The gravitino mass m() can be nonvanishing, so that local supersymmetry 

is broken. The cosmological constant vanishes, as do the observable gaugino masses m 0, the 

gauge nonsinglet scalar masses m.,, and "A-terms", which are trilinear gauge nonsinglet scalar 

self-couplings that, if present, would also break SUSY- Thus there is no manifestation of SUSY 

breaking in the observable sector. 

One loop corrections have been evaluated (20) in this effective (nonrenormalizable) the

ory, which is cut off at the scale of gaugino condensation 

• e-r..ne.n 
A.= e-"-/lg AGUT = ( ). 

-'"-·"-' 
(19) 

The first equality in (19) is just the standard R.G.E. result, where~ is a group theory number 

that deterrnines the .8-function of the hidden sector Yang-Mills theory. The second equality 

follows from (18) and the relation (there are no free parameters in the T.O.E.I) between the 

vev of s and the gauge coupling constant g at the GUT scale, where all gauge couplings are 

equal: 

l(AGUr) =< (Rest1 > . (20) 

The result found (20) is that the classical features described above are unchanged at the one 

loop level. 

In fact, the class of 4-d theories considered possesses (21) a classical nonlinear, noncom

pact global symmetry. They are in fact nonlinear 11-models, much like the effective pion theory 

of low energy QCD, where chiral SU(2) symmetry is realized via nonlinear transforrnations 

among the pion fields. The difference here is that the global symmetry group is the noncom

pact group SU(I, 1) xU(1)n, where U(1)n is the usual R-symmetryofsupersymmetric theories. 

The group of transformations includes [1) a subset under which 

t-+b2/t, (21) 

where b is a finite, continuous, real parameter. The string scale Ms is related to the Planck 

scale Mp by 

Mp =< (Res)t > Ms, (22) 

so when the theory is expressed in string mass units, (21) corresponds to an inversion of the 

radius of compactification (18): 

R1 = A(i,T =< ResR.et > /M~ =<Ret> /M~-+ 62/~- (23) 

For the special case of integer b, this is the well known "duality" transformation, which leaves 

the string spectrum invariant. We have recently shown (1) that this classical Sl/(1, 1) x l/(l)n 

symmetry is responsible for the cancellation of ohservahle SUSY hreaking efTeds, as round (20J 
by explicit calculation. 
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ANOMALIES AS THE SEED OF OBSERVABLE SYMMETRY BREAKING 

Under the classical SU(I,1) x U(1)n symmetry of the effective low energy theory, the 

fermions undergo chiral phase transformations: 

/L -+ ei"' /L, In -+ .,-io In, (24) 

so at the quantum level the symmetry is broken by the chiral anomaly_ In addition, SU(1,1) x 

U(1)n includes the ~cale transformation t-+ a3t, under which the cut-ofT for the theory [which 

at energies above the scale of hidden gaugino condensation is just AGUr. Eq.(18)) scales as 

A~r o:< (Ret)- 1 >-+ a-1A~T• (25) 

so the symmetry is further broken at the quantum level by the conformal anomaly. 

The dominant effect of these anomalies arises from the highest mass scale at which 

nonperturbative effects come into play. In the context of the effective 4-d field theory, these are 

associated with instantons and gaugino condensation in the hidden Yang-Mills sector. Jusl as 

one can construct low energy effective Lagrangians for pseudoscalar mesons that are qq bouml 

stales using the symmetries of QCD and the chiral and conformal anomaly, one can use (1) 

SU( 1,1) x U( 1) and its anomalies, together with supersymmetry (22), to construct an effective 

lagrangian for the lightest hidden sector chiral multiplet, denoted II = (h,xH), which is a 

bound state, with mass mH, of the hidden gauge supermultiplet. Retaining loop corrections 

from these additional degrees of freedom, whose couplings explicitly include the anomalous 

symmetry breaking, one finds [I) that gaugino masses are generated in the observable sector 

that are of order 
m 1 - · 1 (16w1mJ.)2m()m~A!. (26) 

The factor (4w)-4 appears in (26) because lhe effect arises first at two-loop order in t.he effective 

theory, the factor m() is' the necessary signal of SUSY breaking, the factor m11 is lhe signal of 

SU(I,1) x U(1) breaking, and A~ is the effective cut-off. This last factor arises essentially fnr 

dimensional reasons: the couplings responsible for transmitting the know-ledge of symmetry 

breaking to the observable sector are nonrenormalizable interactions with dimensionfnl coupling 

constants proportional to mf.3• 

Solving (20) the minimization conditions for the effective theory al the one-l<K>p levrl 

yields, for vacua wilh broken supersymmelry, lhe values 

1 1 3 1 lllp '"() ~ :J'"H ~ 3Ac ~ (10- -10- ) .;r;;;c• (2il 

where lhc parameter cis proportional t.o the Pet• ( 11) of lhAIN· The <J11a11f.i7A~tio11 cotulitioll 

( 11) an<l <limcnsional analysis suggest. (20J c > IO"n if c -1 0, or 

"'• < w-••,.,. ~ 2 Td'. (:l~) 

f) 



Once gauginos acquire masses, gauge nonsinglet scalars (in particular the lliggs particles) will 

acquire masses m., - f,;ma at the next loop order in the renormalizable gauge interactions. 

The superstring context used here is riot the m~t general one, but there is a broad 

class of models with similar features, so these results suggest that there is hope, after all, of 

extracting meaningful physics from the superstring T.O.E .. I now turn to a more technical 

description of the results described above. 

THE STRUCTURE OF THE SUPERGRAVITY LAGRANGIAN 

Wilen expressed in Planck mass units, so that the Einstein curvature term reads Cs = 

~y'YR (which can always be achieved by a Weyl transformation), the classical lagrangian for a 

general supergravity theory in four dimensions is determined (23,24) by three functions of the 

chiral superfields: .o = .i,S,T, .... (29) 

These are 

i) A gauge field normalization function Je•J =/(.)f. In the superfield fo~ulation (25) 

the Yang-Mills part of the lagrangian is given by 

I I 1 -CvM = 4 cf9J(•)w:w: + h.c. = -4 {Re/(<p)~F.!"' + lm/(<p)~F.!"'} + · · ·. (30) 

Here 9 is a complex two-component fermionic variable in superspace: :z: -+ :z:, 9, 9, and we have 

indicated some of the terms that appear after 9 integration when the superfields are expanded 

in terms of their component fields. The first term in this expansion implies that the gauge 

coupling constant is determined by the vev < Ref(<p) >= g-2 • 

ii) The Kahler potential /((•.•> = K(•.•)t, which determines, for example, chiral 

multiplet kinetic energy terms: 

lKr;;(•> = K,IJ,.<p0 11'<p' + ... I 
fPK 

K.t.=~· (31) 

iii) The superpotential we•J = We•Jt, which determines the Yukawa couplings and 
the scalar potential: 

£,.,.=I cf9eK/2W(•) + h.c. = -e0(0o(0-1
)
41(},- 3) + · · ·, (32) 

where on the right hand side I have introduced the generalized Kiihler potential 

(} = /( + In IWI2 (33) 

of Cremmer it et al. (24). In fact, the theory defined above is classically invariant (24,25) under 

a l(iihler transformation that redefines both the Kahler potential and the superpotential in 

terms of a holomorphic function F(•l = F(.)f: 

[( .... K' = [( + F + F, w .... wl = e"'FW, (34) 
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provid"d one also t.ransforms the fermions hy a chiral rotation; for example 

w: -+ e-lmF/lw:, .x: -+ e-lmF/l_x:. eJS) 

This last transformation is anomalous at the quantum level, a point that will be important in 

the discussion below. One can fix the "l(iihler gauge" by a specific choice of the function F. In 

particular, choosing F =-In W casts the lagrangian in a form (24) that depends on only two 

functions of the scalar fields, f and (}. 

Here I will describe a prototype (19) supergravity model from superstrings, with non· 

perturbative SUSY breaking included (17). The functions (30)-:-e32) are given in terms of the 

superfields (29) by 

J=S, (36a) 

N 

K = -Jnes + S)- 3ln(T + T -1•12
), 1•12 = L •;~. (36b) 

i=l 

W(•) = c.;;••;~·· + c + he-3l>ro512• (36c) 

The last two terms in the superpotential W are parameterizations of nonperturhative SUSY 

breaking effects (17). The parameter cis proportional to the vev of the antisymmetric t.,nsor 

field strength (14), and the last term represents the gaugino condensate (13). The form of this 

term can be understood in terms of the standard R.G.E. result e 19), together with the relation 

(20), implied by e30) and e36a). 

The structure of the condensate term in W is further justified by symmetry considera· 

tions (17,26). For c = h =·0, the theory is formally invariant under the l<iihler transformation 
(34) with 

F = io, K -:+ K, W-+ e;0 ~V, .X -+ eio .X, oreal. (37) 

This symmetry, which is just the MR-symmetry" of renonnalizable SUSY models, is hrokrn 

at the quantum level (which cannot be ignored for the strongly interacting hidden Yang-Mills 

sector) due to the chiral anomaly; under (37) 

io -
fJC = --(FF)AUI· 

6bo 
(38) 

However, because of the coupling (36a), (30) of the Yang-Mills supermultiplet to the 8-
supermultiplet, the variation (38) can be cancelled by a shift in S: 

2io s .... s- 3bo. (39) 

The cornhim'<l transformations (37) and (39} are an exact (neglecting the r-trrru and <JIIitnflllll 

corrections in t.loe nhscrved ·gauge sector) iumrianre of the t.h<'<lry; t.his is n·fl·~·l,..) hy 11,.. 

Lransformat.ion property 

H'(S) = ,-31>o.·lli,-+ c'"W(S) (10) 

II 

~ < 



( 

of the superpotential for S in (36c). 

The general features of the theory defined by (36), first obtained by Witten (19) for 

the case of a simple torus compactification, are common to a broad class of more realistic 

models (27). These possess the the cl888ical properties described above, namely the vanishing 

of the cosmological constant and of observable SUSY breaking breaking effects even when local 

supersymmetry is broken (me~ 0). As discu88ed above, these features are unthanged at the 

one loop level (20). 

CLASSICAL SYMMETRIES OF THE THEORY 

The class of 4-d theories considered possesses (21) a classical nonlinear global symmetry 

under the noncompact group SU(l, 1) or SL(2, R): 

aT-ib · ., ~i 
T -+ T' = -:--T d' ~· -+ ~· = -:--T d' S -+ S' = S, ac+ ac+ 

ad-be= 1, a,b,c,dreal. 

For c = h = 0, Eqs.(41) in fact represent a Kahler transformation (34), with 

F = 3ln(icT +d), 

(41) 

{42) 

under which the full lagrangian is invariant provided the fermion fields undergo a chiral trans

formation (35). The group of transformations (41) includes the subset (21), with a = d = 
0, be= -I. In addition, the theory is invariant (21) under R-symmetry, Eq.(37). 

When we allow c,Ta ~ 0, the S( 1, I) symmetry can be formally maintained by allowing 

these parameters to transform like a superpotential, Eq.(34): 

c-+ c = e-F c, ia -+ h' = e-FTa. (43) 

This makes sense when one recalls that c and ia are actually the vev.! of underlying dynamical 

variables; therefore their values will relax to those that minimize the total vacuum energy 

density, and the relevant symmetries are those of the full parameter space. This was precisely 

the attitude taken in (20), where it was found that observable SUSY breaking vanishes at the 

overall ground state of the one-loop corrected effective theory. Moreover it can be seen (1) that 

(43) corresponds to the correct transformations of the fields in (13) and (14) 

CONSTRUCTION OF THE EFFECTIVE COMPOSITE LAGRANGIAN 

The noncompact symmetry (41) and the R-symmetry (37) are broken at the quantum 

level by the chiral anomaly (see {37), (38)) and also by the conformal anomaly, as indicated in 

(25) (c = b = 0, ad= I in {41)). More generally, under a Kahler transformation (34),(35) we 
have 

A~T = 4l < eK/3 >-+ e2Ref'/3A'&_,T. (44) 

Then under SU(I, I) x U(I)R 

fJC = 2; (ReF(t)f;vF.:"' + lmF(t)f:.,f'.!'v} + · · · = -
2
; j Jlef'(T)W;w: + h.c., (45) 
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where f'(1') is the function defining the 1\iihlcr transformation (41) or (37). 

The transformation property (45) may be used (22,1) to construct an effective lagrangian 

for the composite multiplet U: 

1 
4w:w: __. u = ).IJ3eKfle-3Sflbo, (46) 

or equivalently the chiral multiplet II, which is the lightest composite state, with mass mH, of 

the (confined) hidden gauge sector. The l<iihler transformation property of II 

H--+ II'= e-Ff3H (47) 

can be inferred from those of ~a and W!. With this transformation property, the anomalies are 

correctly reproduced [22,28,1) by the following effective potential lagrangian for the composite 

chiral field: 

C.~= j Jlee«l32~>;e-3511""113 ln(ll/p) = j Jlee«flw(H,S) 

= j Jle{SU + Uln(4Ug2/Akr).p3
)), (48) 

which is also invariant (28) under the nonanomalous transformation (37) + (39). Aside from the 

numerical parameters {or order unity) p and )., the logarithmic term in (48) is precisely what 

is expected from the one-instanton contribution (29). Note that AGUT is the physical cut-off for 

the theory above the condensate scale, and that the gauge multiplet& W! are normalized with 

a factor g-2 =< Ru > relative to the canonical normalization. In addition, the ground state 

configuration is determined by ihe minimum with respect to H of the potential (48). This gives 

< H >= ho = pe-•13, 
)_h3 

< h >hid= 4 < U >= -f-A~. 
g 

Again (49) corresponds exactly to the one-instanton contribution (29). 

(<19) 

It remains to specify the H-dependence of the l<iihler potential. The symmetries of the 

theory dictate [I) the form 

K = -ln(S + S)- 3ln(T + t -1~12 -11112
). (50) 

The effective classical theory below the scale of condensation is determined hy "int"' 

grating out" the 11-supermultiplet, that is, by the sum of tree diagrams with "light" partidi'S 

(m < Ac) on external legs only. It turns out that there are no such diagrams with 1/-exdmngr, 

because vertices with a single I/ leg vanish at the II ground state, and one recovers exact.ly the 

theory defined by (36), with the parameter h in (3Gc) determined as 

• 2~ 3 I h = - 3 ).,, e-. (~I) 

llctnining one-loop rorrrctions rmm t.he II dccgr<'CS nr rr...,.lom, whn"e ronplin,;s t·xplirit ly in

clmlr the anomalous symmetry hrraking, one finds (II t.hat. the etr,"·t.ivc lnw rncrgy fll<'ory 

I:J 



defined in this way is no longer totally SU(I,I) invariant, although no observable SUSY break

ing appears at the "classical" level of this effective theory. However, at the one-loop level of 

this effective theory, gaugino masses are generated in the observable sector that are of order 

(26)-(28). 

The numerical estimate in (28) is obtained using the results of [20), where the vacuum 

configuration was determined at the minimum of the of the potential with respect to all pa

rameters, including c and ii. of the effective superpotential (36). With ii. now determined by 

(51), minimization with respect to the parameter ii. is equivalent to minimization with respect 

to the parameter I'· The presence of the parameter I' in fact reRects [1) an additional degree 

of freedom of the underlying theory, namely the gauge field strength F,.~. In the superfield 

formulation, the composite superfield U(9) defined in (46) has (like all chiralsuperfields) three 

components: the complex scalar u, the fermion xu and the auxiliary field F", which has no 

kinetic energy term and can therefore be eliminated by the equations of motion as a function 

of the other fields. Specifically 

I -
u = U)ecO = 4(.\R.\L)Aidclefto 

I I -F' = --u> D.,U)ec0 = --(F,.~F~- iF~F~) + · · · = 
4 8 

.\eK/2e-3o/2bo(h3KDF"' + 3h2FH- 2~ h3FS) + O(x.l), (52) 

where D" is the Kahler covariant spinorial derivative, and in the last equality we have evaluated 

the derivative in terms of the components of the superfields c)D(rpD, x_D, F"') using the functional 

form ( 46) of U in terms of these superfields. Although in the effective composite theory F ~ does 
not appear as an independent dynamical variable, it is one in the underlying theory. Therefore 

the vev < F,.~F~ > should relax to a value that minimizes the vacuum energy. Variation of 

this physical parameter is reRected in the variation of p~r of h, Eq.(51). 

Defining the ground state as the minimum of the potential with respect to all parameters, 

it was found [20) that most of the degeneracy of the classical vacuum is lifted by one-loop 

corrections, but the vacuum energy vanishes at one loop if the potential is bounded from 

below. Moreover, if there is a nontrivial SUSY breaking (i.e. m_, #- 0) vacuum there remains 

one degenerate, zero-energy direction in parameter space. Along that direction the ratios of 

physical scales are determined as indicated in (27). The degeneracy with respect to the overall 

scale is lifted once a value for c is chosen. 

RESTORATION OF SL(2,Z) SYMMETRY 

The results reported here may be modified by the inclusion of a T-depefldence in the 

superpotential W(S,ll) defined by (48): I' -+ I•(T). Such a modification is expected, so 1\8 

to restore [30,31) the discrete subgroup SL(2,Z) [a,b,c,d integers in (41)) of SL(2, R), which 

is known [32) to be an exact symmetry of string perturbation theory, and also to break the 

residual Peccei-Quinn U(1) subgroup of SL(2, R), T-+ 7'- ib, to its discrete form. Such a 
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term has recently been found [33) as a loop correction to the function /, Eq.(JGa), from the 

heavy string modes: 

/(Z) = S-+ /(Z) = S + f1(T), 

f1(T) = A~ln[p''14 (T)), (53) 

where 'I(T) is the Dedekind function, and the constants A and 1l depend on the topology of 

the compact manifold. From the point of view of the four dimensional effective supergravity 

theory, a term like this is expected [I) by analogy with QCD, where the chiral anomaly induces 

a pion coupling to (FF)QED. inducing the decay lr-+ ...,...,, via the pion coupling to the axial 

quark current: 

c./1 38,. "i'qT'..., .. ...,aq "* c./1 3 constant )(I w(F"~ F~)QCD· 

Since T couples to a fermionic axial current through the I<ahler connection 

f,. ~ -~(lJ,.zDKD- h.c.), 

(54) 

(55) 

[thus assuring Kahler invariance; cf. Eqs. (34,35)) anomalous triangle diagrams will induce the 

corresponding Wess-Zumino term: 

c 3 r,.J~., "* L./1 31 I cf9t1(T)W"W., + h.c. = -lf1(t)(F2
- iFF)+ h.c. + .... (56) 

This contribution modifies the superpotential (48) according to 

w.11 -+ W(ct) + c + .\e-3Sill>oH3[2~1n(H/p) + f1(T)). (57) 

:rhe string loop calculation [33) of (53) gives A = 1 for a particular compactification, so 

W.u = W(ct) + c + 2~.\e-3Sill>o1f3 ln{H'12(T)/I•"}, (roll) 

The result (58) has been obtained [31) directly from the requirement of covariance under 

S L(2, Z) of the effective potential for the composite superficld lJ. 

An immediate consequence of the above modification is the that the continuous vacuum 

degeneracy is reduced to a discrete degeneracy. If the parameter c quantized, the issue ariS<'S 

1\8 to whether both quantizations conditions can be satisfied at the overall minimum of l.he 

effective (quantum corrected) potential. 

A second consequence is related to the noninvariance of '1(7') under the global lleisrnlwrg 

transformations [J.1) 

6<11 = o;, 6T + o;cll;, (r.n) 

thal.leavf'S the 1\iihler pol.enl.ial (3Gb) invariant.. Together with l.he I'NTei-Quinn l.rmtsfnrmation 

/IT= -ib, lltt-se form asnltgroup of 81f(N +I, I) whkh is an invariann· nflltr full lagrangian (for 

l!i 

,, • 
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6(T) = 0) in Uie absence of the superpotential W(<l>) and of gauge couplings in the observable 

sector. This symmetry, if exact, assures (34) the vanishing of gauge nonsinglet scalar masses. 

Since these masses are also protected by SUSY, they are therefore generated only at one loop 

order higher than that at with the other observable SUSY breaking effects (gaugino masses or 

A-terms) first appear. This feature could be modified for 6(T) ~ 0. 

Finally, the effective theory defined by (36a, b) and (58) is not positive definite (30,31). 

In fact, when considered over the full space of vevs, it is unbounded from below. However it is 

actually becomes unbounded only outside the region of parameter space for which it is expected 

to be applicable. Moreover, other one loop effects, such as the renormalization of the. Kahler 

potential (35), should be included and could modify this unwanted feature. 

SUMMARY 

To summarize, there is a class of models from superstrings that are invariant, at the 

classical level, under a continuous global SL(2, R) symmetry. Global supersymmetry breaking 

in the observable sector is generated at the quantum level by anomalous symmetry breaking, 

which, if the contribution 6(T) in (57) is neglected, results in a hierarchy with respect to local 

SUSY breaking of order 
mn~go/m(J ~ to-•3- to-•2_ (60) 

In this case the requirements of phenomenology can be satisfied with a relatively mild hierarchy 

for local SUSY breaking: 
m(J/mPJ.ndr. ~ to-3 -to-2. (61) 

An alternative viewpoint is that 

mw,./m(J ~ 1 => m(J/mPJ.ndr. ~ 10-••. (62) 

In fact, such a low gravitino mass could be in conflict with standard Big Bang cosmology, but 

this can be avoided with a mw,./m(J hierarchy of just a few orders of ·magnitude. In this 
picture one requires 

m(J =< eK12W(z) >« mi'Jond<. 

At the classical level of the effective low energy theory defined by (36) one has 

< W(z) >=< c + iae-3•/2"- >, 

< V >= (eKic+ ia(t + 2~)e-3o/21>ol\ 

(63) 

{64a) 

(65b) 

so, since < V > is minimized by < V >= 0, lei~ hi, for realistic values of the gauge coupling 

constant (20) and the GUT scale (18), m(J ~ lclgA!ur/mPlo~ cannot be small (see, e.g., the 
estimate (28)). 

One way to evade this problem is to replace t.he quantized vet• (14) by an alternative 

second source of SUSY breaking (in addition to the hid.len gat;gino condensate). Suggest.~~~ 
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mechanisms are the vev of some scalar (3G) that has been integrated out of the effective low 

energy theory, gravit.ino condensation (18), and more than one hidden gaugino condensate 

[37,38). 

Another approach is to appeal to quantum effects in string theory, such as world sheet 

instantons· (39,38), that .can induce a T-dependence in the effective potential. In this case 

there may be the possibility of inducing SUSY breaking with just a single gaugino condensate. 

One such example studied (30,31) is the modification (53)-(58). Assuming that the effective 

potential is bounded in the direction Res -+ 0, Ferrara et al. (31) found a minimum with 

c = 0 in the strong coupling regime, oaur > I, and with negative cosmological constant. One 

may worry in this case whether the unspecified mechanism that must be invoked to drive the. 

cosmological constant to zero might not affect the other parameters of the effective theory. 

Thus no entirely satisfactory picture has yet emerged with m~ « mp, • ...,~. It will be 

important to study whether the scenario (60) is still tenable when the correction (53)-( 58) is 

included. 
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